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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper offers some results related to the asymptotic distribution as 
t + cc of the number of times NAC(t) that a Brownian motion X in Rk has 
crossed between two spheres A and C by time t. 
In case k = 2, when X is recurrent, if A and C are two closed subsets of 
the plane such that neither A nor C is polar, but A n C is polar, and X 
starts at x$AnC, then as t--tog, 
2~N/tc(t) 
log t --% Cap(A, C)H, 
where 3 denotes convergence in distribution, Cap(A, C) is the logarithmic 
capacity of A relative to the grounded set C, and H has the exponential 
distribution 
P(HEdh)=dhe-h, h > 0. 
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This is a combination of results due to Kallianpur and Robbins [9] and 
Maruyama and Tanaka [ 111. See also Section 6.8 of It8 and McKean [7]. 
In a previous paper [l] we gave some variations and extensions of this 
result for crossings of a recurrent Hunt process. 
In case k > 3, when the Brownian motion X is transient, NAC(t) increases 
to a limit N,.(co). As shown by Chung and Getoor [2], the distribution 
of N,,(a) is related to the condenser problem of classical potential 
theory, surveyed by Szegii [18]. 
Here we focus on some more detailed results in the recurrent case when 
A and C are circles, and show how some of the analysis in this case can 
be extended to crossing between spheres in higher dimensions. This gives 
probabilistic interpretations to terms appearing in series formulae going 
back to Thomson [ 191 and Maxwell [ 121. 
2. CROSSINGS BETWEEN CIRCLES 
Suppose A and C are two circles in the plane. In terms of electrostatics, 
with appropriate choice of units, Cap(A, C) is the charge per unit length on 
a conducting cylinder in three dimensions with cross section A, which is at 
equilibrium at unit potential relative to a second such cylinder with cross 
section C maintained at potential 0. There is then an equilibrium distribu- 
tion of charge around the cross section A; denote it JVAC. This is a measure 
with total mass Cap(A, C). Meaning for these quantities in terms of 
crossings of Brownian motion is given by (l.l), and the result of Ueno 
[21], according to which LAc is the unique stationary distribution with 
total mass Cap(A, C) for the Markov chain obtained by watching the 
Brownian motion only at the moments when it first hits A after a crossing 
from C. (See also [l] for some further interpretations of A,,.) 
The calculation of II,, is a standard problem in classical potential 
theory. Morse and Feshbach [13, p. 12101 give a formula for A,, in terms 
of bipolar coordinates defined by values of the complex function 
z + w = log(tx + z) - log(a -z) = 2 tanh .- ‘(z/x), 
whose real part gives the potential for two line charges of opposite sign 
perpendicular to points + c1 in the complex plane (see Fig. 1). 
The results described here can be obtained from the formulae in Morse 
and Feshbach by a change of variables. But some care is required in 
translation. The algebra is tricky and depends on which case below is 
considered. We want to bring out some geometric and probabilistic aspects 
of the solution. So we present here a fresh derivation from scratch. 
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FIG. 1. Bipolar coordinate system. The sets {z : Re(w) = u} for -co <U <: co, shown in 
the diagram for u that are multiples of n/16, form the vertical line (u = 0) and circles around 
the poles (U # 0). These sets form a coaxal system of circles with the poles as limit points and 
the vertical line as radical axis (see Remark (i) after Proposition 2.1). The circle with diameter 
between the poles corresponds to Im(w) = n/2. Other circles through the poles and orthogonal 
to the coaxal system correspond to values of Im(w) that are multiples of 7416. 
Notation. If A and C are circles 
a = radius of A 
c = radius of C 
d = distance between centers of A and C. 
Case (0). d= 0. That is, A and C are concentric. Then the capacitary 
distributions are uniform, and it is easily verified that 
Cap64 C) = J,,(A) = 4 Ilog(c/a)l. 
The results for other cases are obtained from Case(O) by conformal 
mapping, using a transformation of the form 
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called here a Mijbius transformation. Call a line or a circle a Miibius circle. 
It is well known that Mobius transformations map Mobius circles onto 
Mobius circles, and that any pair of non-intersecting circles A, C can be 
mapped onto a pair of concentric circles 6, c by a Mobius transformation; 
call it g. See, for instance, Cohn [3]. Due to the well known invariance of 
hitting distributions, Green functions, and capacitary measures under con- 
formal mapping, the capacitary measures on A and C are obtained as the 
images under .f = gee’ of the uniform capacitary measures on 2 and 2;. See, 
for example, Kellogg [lo] for the potential theory involved here. Our aim 
now is to make this transformation with as little calculation as possible, by 
keeping probabilistic and geometric features in mind. 
Let C be a Mobius circle. Two distinct point& and y are called inverses 
with respect to C if both the segment [x, y] and circle with diameter xy 
cut C at right angles. If C is a line, this means C is the perpendicular bisec- 
tor of XJJ. If C is a circle with radius c, then x and y lie on the same ray 
from the center of C and the product of their distances from the center is 
c2. Probabilistically, x and y are inverses with respect to C if and only if 
Brownian motion has the same hitting distribution on C when started at 
x as when started at y. This is obvious when C is a line, and true also when 
C is a circle, by the invariance of inverses and Brownian hitting distribu- 
tions under Mobius transformations. 
Case ( + ). d> 0. A is a circle, radius a; C is a Mobius circle not concen- 
tric with A and not intersecting A. By Euclidean geometry 
there is a unique pair of points x, and y,, such that 
(i) x, is inside A 
(ii) the circle B with diameter [x,, ym] is orthogonal to both A and C. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. In this Case ( + ), 
A,,(.) = CapM C) H,(x,, .I = CapM C) H,(y,, .I 
&,(.I = Cap(A, Cl ff&, , .I = CapM C) H,(Y, , .), 
where H,(x, .) is the hitting distribution on B starting from x. 
ProoJ: By construction, x, and y, are inverses with respect o both A 
and C. Therefore 
and the same with C instead of A. On the way from x to hit C with 
distribution Hc, the Brownian motion must first hit A with distribution 
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H,. Thus Brownian motion starting with distribution H, on A hits C with 
distribution H,. And the motion so started must subsequently return to A 
with distribution H, by repeating the argument with y, instead of x,. 
Thus H, is the invariant probability distribution for Brownian motion 
watched only when it hits A after a visit to C. By the result of Ueno 
mentioned earlier, H, is the normalized capacitary measure on A, and the 
same goes for C instead of A. 1 
Remark. The density of H, with respect to length measure on A is 
given by the well known Poisson kernel. 
For the evaluation of Cap(A, C), in case A and C are not concentric, we 
now consider four subcases: 
Case (1). C is a circle outside A not surrounding A 
Case (2). C is a line outside A 
Case (3). C is a circle outside A surrounding A 
Case (4). C is a circle inside A. 
Since Case (4) reduces to Case (3) by switching A and C, assume Case (1) 
or (2) or (3). Let 0 be the center of A, y the point of C closest to 0. Call 
the line through 0 and y the line of centers. Identify points on this line with 
their distances from 0. Assume y > 0. Then 
O<x,<a<y<y,. 
See Fig. 2. Formulae for x, and y, in terms of a and c or a and y depend 
on cases, and will be considered later. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. 
Cap( A, C) = --?- 
log( a/E)’ 
where c”=x,(yaj-y)/(y-~~)<a. 
Remarks. (i) Coxeter [S, p. 90, Exercise 53 calls log(a/Z) the inversive 
distance between A and C. 
(ii) Figure 2 illustrates three possible cases which arise. If c is a 
circle concentric with A with radius c”, as shown dotted in Fig. 2, then 
Cap(A, C) = Cap(A, z’). Thus, over the long run, Brownian motion will 
cross about as often from A to C as from A to c. 
(iii) Suppose A, x~, and y, are fixed. The set of all circles C such 
that x, and y, are inverses with respect o C is called a coaxal system of 
circles with limit points x, and y,. (See, for example, Coolidge [4, 
p. 95 ff] or Coxeter [S, p. 851.) The coaxal system consists of all circles 
centered on the line of centers through x, and y,, ana orthogonal to the 
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Case I 
Case 2 
FIG. 2. Illustration for Proposition 2.2. 
circle B with diameter [x,, y,]. Circle A is a member of the coaxal 
system, and the perpendicular bisector of [x,, y,], called the radical axis, 
is approached by the system as a limit. See Fig. 1. 
Imagine now that C varies in this system of coaxal circles. Let C start 
from the point circle y, then grow in diameter through the illustration of 
Case (1) and approach the radical axis (Case (2)) as the radius of C tends 
to co. After passing through Case (2) to Case (3), C surrounds A and then 
shrinks as it approaches A. As C varies like this, Cap(A, C) increases from 
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0 to co as the radius I? of c simply grows from 0 to 1, with Case (2) occur- 
ring when c first touches B. 
(iv) The coaxal system of circles with limit points x, and y, is the 
image under a Mobius transformation f, described in the proof, of the 
system of concentric circles around the origin. 
(v) While obvious in terms of Brownian crossings, it is not obvious 
from the formula of the proposition why Cap(A, C) = Cap(C, A) in 
Case (1). But, as shown below, the formula can be recast by algebra into 
a more apparently symmetric form. 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. We take the line of centers to be the real line 
R, and assume a = 1. We will find a circle c inside A and with the same 
center 0 as A, and a Mobius transformation f(z) = (tlz + j)/(yz + 6) which 
turns the plane inside out through A, so that 
(i) f preserves A 
(ii) f preserves R 
(iii) f maps c onto C. 
The transformation f will be completely determined by the further 
requirementsf(l)=l,f(-1)= -1, so 




hence ,!?=y, cc=6. Now letf(0)=yX,f(Go)=x,,, so j?/cr=y,, cl/fi=x,, 
and the transformation is 
f(z) = (x,z+ lMz+x,). 
Then (ii) is obvious. The image of the unit circle A is a Mobius circle 
perpendicular to R which passes through - 1 and 1, hence (i). Now we find 
F so that f(Z) = y, i.e., 
,Jl-Yx~)=x,(Ym-Y) 
(Y-X,) (Y-X,) . 
Since 
O<x,<l<y<y, 
by construction, 0 < Z < 1. Let 2; = f - ‘(C). Then 2; is a Mobius circle 
passing through c’ = f-‘( y). Since x, and ym are by construction inverses 
with respect o C, 0 =f-‘(y,) and co =f-‘(x,) are inverses with respect 
to c. Thus c is a circle centered at 0 with radius F. 1 
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Morse and Feshbach [13] give an alternative expression for Cap(A, C), 
which, with the present normalization of the potential, can be stated as 
follows : 
In Case (1 ), for C a circle outside A not surrounding A 
(2.1) 
where 
a = radius of A, c = radius of C, 
b = (y, -x,)/2 = radius of the circle B orthogonal to A and C, 
and centered on the line of centers. 
Note that the symmetry in A and C is now apparent. To see this is equiv- 
alent to the previous formula, define points d and e on the axis to be the 
centers of C and B, respectively, as in Fig. 3. 
Then 
X, =e-b, y==e+b, y=d-c, 
X(Ym -y)=(e-b)(e+b+c-d) 
?= (y-x) (d-c-e+b) ’ 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Now let d - e =f: The Pythagorean relations 
a2 + b2 = e2, c2+b2=f2 (2.4) 
and some algebra give 
a (b+e)(b+f) -ZZ 
C ac ’ 
(2.5) 
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hence 
log(+log(~+~qJ)+log(~+\/;qj. (2.6) 
Since log(u + da) = sinh ~ ‘(u), the two formulae for Cap(A, C) agree. 
In Case (3) when C surrounds A, there are sign changes in the above 
algebra. With the understanding that f = Jm > 0 is the distance 
between the centers of circles B and C, the algebra gives 
a (b+e) (-b+f)-(b+e) -= c 
c” a C a (b+f)’ 
(2.7) 
so the Morse-Feshbach formula (2.1) still works provided the plus sign is 
replaced by a minus sign in the denominator. 
In the above formulae, the radius b of the circle orthogonal to A and C 
can be expressed in terms of the distance d between the centers of A and 
C. The Pythagorean relations give 
e = Ia2 - c2 + d21/2d 





= d4 + a4 + c4 - 2d2a2 - 2d2c2 - 2a2c2. 
(2.10) 
When substituted in the expression for a/c”, these formulae yield the follow- 
ing result, which rather remarkably holds also in Cases (0) and (4) above. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A and C be two circles with radii a and c, and 




= 00, if AGO. 
Note that A = 0 if and only if the circles touch tangentially. The behaviour 
of NAC(t) for large t in this case and the case of intersection at two points 
is discussed further in [ 1 ] (see Fig. 4). See also Mountford [ 143. 
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,,’ .. 
*’ ,,’ \A -+-+ -\,,c ‘, 
,s,,‘Lme 1; j 
‘,_ ,/’ 
(1; .,>t 
- - + + “$ J 
: I 
‘.. 1’ 
FIG. 4. For A #O, the only possible patterns of signs in (2.10) are shown beside their 
geometric interpretations. Here A > 0 corresponds to disjoint circles. 
3. CROSSINGS BETWEEN SPHERES 
In this section, we consider a Brownian motion X in Rk for k 3 2, and 
look at the process of crossings of X between two spheres, or between a 
sphere and a hyperplane. Interestingly, some of the calculations of 
Section 2 for the case k = 2 can be adapted to the transient case k > 2. 
For a sphere or hyperplane A, let H,(x, .) be the hitting distribution on 
A starting from x E Rk, 
where T, is the hitting time of A. Explicit formulae for the density of 
H,(x, .) with respect o surface measure are well known. See, for example, 
Port and Stone [ 161 (see also Wendel [22] and Pitman and Yor [ 151 
regarding the joint distribution of X(T,) and r,). In case A is a hyper- 
plane, A’ is certain to hit A. In case A is a sphere, let a be the radius of A, 
r the distance from x to the center of A. Then 
H,(x, A)=P,(T,< co)=min(l, (a/r)“-‘). 
For Bore1 subsets B of A let 
K,(x, B) = HAx, BYHAG A), 
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so K,(x, .) is the conditional distribution of X(T,) given (T, < co) for a 
Brownian motion started at x. Let inv, denote the transformation of 
inversion in A. 
For a hyperplane A, inv, is reflection in A. For a sphere A, and x, Y, a 
as above inv,(x) lies on the same ray as x from the center of A, at a 
distance a’jr. By virtue of the well known Kelvin transformation of 
harmonic functions by inversion, 
K.&x, .) = KAX’, .) 
if and only if either x = x’ or x and x’ are inverses with respect o A. 
Geometry of Spheres 
We assume for the rest of this section that A is a sphere of radius a, 
which we take to be centered at 0, and that C is a sphere or hyperplane 
lying outside A and not intersecting A. If A and C are non-concentric, they 
determine a coaxal system of spheres. The line of centers of these spheres 
is the line joining the centers of A and C in case A and C are both spheres, 
and the line through the center 0 of A perpendicular to C in case C is a 
hyperplane. The coaxal system of spheres cuts every plane containing the 
line of centers in a coaxal system of circles, as discussed in Section 2. Thus 
the geometry involved here is essentially two dimensional. In particular, the 
coaxal system of spheres has two limit points, whose position can be 
calculated by the formulae of Section 2. These limit points are the unique 
two points which are both inverses in A and inverses in C. In case A and 
C are concentric, the coaxal system of circles in the previous case is 
replaced by the system of concentric circles including A and C, with limit 
points 0 and co. 
Quasi-Stationary Distributions 
As above and for the rest of this section, let A be a sphere centered at 
0, C a sphere or hyperplane outside A not intersecting A. Let Ti = T, be 
the hitting time of A. For n 2 1, define 
T”,=inf{t:t>T”,,X(t)EC) 
T >+l=inf{t: t> T”,, X(t)EA}, 
where inf(@) = cc. Thus T”, is the end of the nth crossing from A to C. 
And T>+’ is the subsequent return time to A. Note that A is implicit in the 
definition of T” c, just as C is in the detinition of T:. Thus both these 
random times (and many more quantities below) depend on both A and C. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. For a Brownian motion X starting at X~E Rk, the 
conditional distribution of X(Ti) given (T”, < CO) is KA(x,, e), for a unique 
point x, inside A. As n + co, x, converges to the limit point x, inside A of 
the coaxal system of spheres determined by A and C, and the density of 
KA(xn, .) converges pointwise to the density of Ka(x,, .). 
Proof For x $ A, let x’ be either x or inv,(x), whichever of these points 
lies in the component of Rk\ A which does not contain C. Since Brownian 
motion starting at x’ must hit A before it hits C, the strong Markov 
property shows that for Brownian motion starting with initial distribution 
K/Ax, .I = K,b’, .I, 
the distribution of X( T,) given {T, < cc 1 is K&x’, .). Now switch the 
roles of A and C and repeat the argument to see that if we define 
x1 =x0 or inv,(x,), whichever lies on or inside A, 
X n+l = inv, 0 inv,(x,), n3 1, 
then the conditional distribution of X(T;) given { Ti < a} is KA(x,, .). 
But since it is easy to verify that inv, 0 inv, is a contraction on the ball 
inside A, x, + x,, where x, is the unique fixed point inside A of 
inv ,oinv,. 1 
Let K,, denote the limit probability distribution on A as described in 
the above proposition, so 
for the limit point x, inside A which is determined by A and C. The argu- 
ment shows that there is a companion probability distribution 
on C, w.hich is the limit law of X( T”,) given (T”, < co) as n -+ co. Then Kca 
is K,,H, renormalised to be a probability, where the hitting kernel H, 
acts in the usual way on measures. The same holds with A and C switched, 
so K,,H,H, is a multiple of KAc. That is to say, KAc is a quasi-station- 
ary distribution for the sub-Markov kernel H,H,. The existence of such 
a quasi-stationary limit distribution for crossing might be established more 
generally using theory as developed, for example, in Tweedie [20] and 
Glover [6 J. But in this transient case we do not know how to describe 
such distributions more generally in terms of potential theory. Even for 
Brownian motion the above description in terms of harmonic measures 
seems special to the case of spheres. And even for Brownian crossings 
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between spheres, the description in the recurrent case k = 2 in terms of 
capacitary measures breaks down for k > 3. 
Capacities 
To clarify the last statement, recall that for k= 2, the stationary prob- 
ability distribution K,, of the process watched at the ends of crossings to 
A from C is just the probability obtained by renormalising LAC, the 
capacitary measure on A in the potential theory of 8= X with killing on 
C. But for k > 3, this is not so. According to a general formula of Chung 
and Getoor [Z], specialised here to the transient self dual Brownian 
motion X in dimension k > 3 and spheres or hyperplanes A and C as in 
Proposition 3.1, 
I.,,= A,4 f (HcH,4)“, (3.1) 
II=0 
where La is the capacitary measure on A for the process X with no killing. 
This implies 
But if Lac were a multiple of the quasi-stationary distribution K,, for 
H,H,, this equation would make La too a multiple of KAc. But this is 
false for any two non-concentric spheres A and C, since A, is then a 
uniform measure on A, while KAc is not by the above proposition. 
The argument just used to calculate K,, can now be adapted to obtain 
a series formula for the density of A,, from (3.1). Using the strong-Markov 
property at time T, for a Brownian motion started at the center 0 of A, 
and the previous argument, the nth term in (3.1) is 
Cap(A) b,(H&,)“(.) = Cap(A) Po(N,, an) K~x,, .), 
where N,, is the total number of crossings from C to A by the Brownian 
motion started at the center 0 of A, 
x, = (inv, 0 inv,)” (0). 
In particular 
Cap(A, C) = Cap(A) f P’(N,, > n) 
?I’=0 
= Cap(A) E’(N,, + 1). (3.2) 
We now obtain explicit formulae for the points x, and the probability 
P,(N,, B n) of at least n crossings from C to A. Assume C is a hyperplane 
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outside A, or a sphere outside A not concentric with A. By the argument 
of repeated inversions, starting from x0 = 0, 
X n+l = inv, 0 inv,(x,), n B 0. 
We consider also the intermediate sequence of points y, = inv,(x,) and 
Y n+l =invCOinvA(yn), so (3.3) 
x, = inv,( y,). 
These points x, and y, all lie on the line of centers of the coaxal system 
determined by A and C, and we identify them with their distances from 0 
in the direction of the point y of C that is closest to 0. For a point z on 
the axis 
inv,(z) = a2/z. 
Formulae for inv, depend on which case below is considered, but in all 
cases the repeated inversions give the formula 
k-2 
) (3.4) 
where T;+’ is as in Proposition 3.1. 
Case of a Sphere and a Hyperplane 
Let C be a hyperplane at perpendicular distance y from 0, the center of 
sphere A with radius a = 1. Then for z on the line Oy 
inv,(z) = 2y - z, inv,(z) = l/z, 
so the recursion (3.3) for the images y, of zero outside A becomes imply 
Y, =2Y, Yn,, =2y- l/Y,, n3 1. (3.5) 
To solve this recursion, we introduce the Chebyshev polynomials of the 
second kind U,(y) defined by 
U,(Y) = 1, u,(Y)=2Y, U,+,(Y)=2YU,(Y)-U,-,(Y), n>, 1. 
Thus U,(y) is the polynomial of degree n 
[n/21 
U,(y)= 1 (-lJk 
k=O 
(3.6) 
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These polynomials are most commonly encountered as a sequence of 
orthogonal polynomials on [ - 1, l] with respect to the measure 
dy/J1-l;‘, and may be defined by the identity 
sin(n0) 
U”- ,(cos e) = 7 
sm 8 . (3.7) 
See, for example, Rivlin [17]. The argument y of U, in our setting will be 
the distance y from the center 0 of the unit sphere to the hyperplane, and 
we must assume y > 1 for our calculations to make sense. But (3.7) holds 
just as well for imaginary f3 as for real 0, so there is the formula 
u,,~,o)=~, where a=cosh-‘(y). (3.8) 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For a hyperplane C at distance y > 1 from u unit 
sphere A in IWk, 
YH = Un(YWn- I(Y), (3.9) 
Ym = lim y,=y+Jn (3.10) n+cc 
Po(NcA 2 n) = (U,(Y))~-~, n 2 0, (3.11) 
andfor k>3 
(3.12) 
Proof. It is simple to check that y, so defined satisfies the recursion 
(3.5). The formula (3.10) for the limit point is obvious by algebra or 
geometry. See Fig. 5. On substituting the formula for y, in (3.4), the 
product telescopes to leave just U,(y), and (3.2) gives (3.12). 1 
FIG. 5. Diagram for Proposition 3.2. 
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For k = 3 dimensions, the above formula for Cap(A, C), expressed in 
terms of hyperbolic functions via (3.8), is stated by Jeans [S, Chap. VIII, 
Ex. 401. An alternative expression in this case is formula (10.3.72) of Morse 
and Feshbach [13], obtained using bispherical coordinates and an expan- 
sion in zonal harmonics. In present notation, their formula states that 
in k = 3 dimensions 
Cap(A, C) = Cap(A)2 f JY2-- 




is the pole of the bispherical coordinate system, or limit point of coaxal 
spheres, and ,/m is the radius of the sphere centered at y and 
orthogonal to A, as in Fig. 5. 
Comparison of the two formulae for Cap(A, C) yields the curious iden- 
tity 
(3.15) 
To check this directly, let us express everything in terms of x = x,~ = l/y,. 
Thus 
Ym = l/x, Jn=; ($), (3.16) 
1 (1 -xZ)xn 
u,(y)= 1 -x2(n+l)’ 
by (3.8) for x= e-“. 
After both sides by x/( 1 -x2), the identity reduces to 
which is easily verified by developing 
1 
1 -x2(n+l) 
= kt, X2&n + 1) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
and then exchanging the order of summation. We are unable to provide an 
interpretation in terms of Brownian motion of what is going on here. In 
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trying to find one, we noted that N,, has the same distribution as N’, the 
integer part of M/(2V+ 1) where M and V are independent geometric 
random variables with parameters 1 - x and 1 -x2, that is to say 
P(M = k) = (1 - X)Xk, P(V=k)=(l -X2)X=, k=O, 1, . . . . (3.19) 
The left side of (3.15) is E(N’ + l), while the kth term on the right side is 
P( I/= k) E(N’ + 1 1 I/= k). But we do not know what M and I/ might 
represent in Brownian motion. For a Brownian motion started at x instead 
of 0, N,, would have the geometric distribution of M, or that of V in four 
dimensions instead of three. But we do not see what to make of this. 
The case y = 1 in the proposition above, when C is a tangent hyperplane 
to the sphere A, is an interesting limit case. Then U,(y) = IZ, so the 
formulae become simply 
Yn = an - 11, 
1 
P,(N,, 2 n) = - ,,k-2’ n 2 0. (3.20) 
Since y, = 1, the two quasi-stationary measures in this case both 
degenerate to a point mass at the point 1 of contact. From formula (3.12), 
the capacitary measure Lac on A has total mass 
Cap(A, 0 = Cap(A) i(k - 21, (3.21) 
which is infinite for k = 3 but finite for k 2 4. 
Case of Two Spheres 
We assume now that A is a sphere of radius a centered at 0. C is a sphere 
of radius c centered at either +_d, where d > 0, the sign +_ is + in case 
d > a + c, when A is not surrounded by C, - in case c 3 d + a, when A is 




c u,-,(p)- ’ 
where p= la2+c2-d21 > 1 
2ac ’ 
Remark. Substituting this value oi y, in (3.4) gives a formula for 
P’(N,, 3 n), hence a series for Cap(A, C) by (3.2). A formula for y, is 
obtained by substituting the limit value p + Ji-1 for the ratio 
U,(p)/U,_,(p), according to (3.10). See also (2.2), (2.8), and (2.9) for 
alternative expressions for x, and y,. 
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Proof: Consider first Case +. From the definitions 
Y, = inv,(O), Y, + 1 = inv&v, (Y,)), 
and the formulae 
a2 
inv,(x) = ;; inv,(x) = d+ sd, (3.22) 
we obtain 







We want to transform the sequence (yn) in a sequence (5,) which satisfies 
r,=2p, C,,+,=+ (3.24) 
,1 
hence 
rn = U,(P)IU”- l(P)> (3.25) 
as in (3.5) and (3.9). For this purpose, we write formula (3.23) in the 
general form 
o?n + P 
yn+i=---- 
YYn+6’ 
which is equivalent to 
Let z, = yy, + 6, and A = By - ~8. We obtain 
z.,+,=(l+cY+$ nB 1. 
To write this in the form (3.24), let z, = U. 4,. Then 
5 
cc+8 A 
II+1 =----+- u u2L 
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so that we have the form (3.24) by letting u2 = -d. In our particular case 
(3.23 1, 
c( = d2 - c2; j?= -da2; y = d; 6= -a2, 
hence 
a+6 d2-c2-a2 
p=2u= 2ac ’ 
This gives the formula for yn, inthecase )=+.Inthecase k=-,the 
only change at the start is the change of d to -d. We then proceed to get 
c( = c2 - d2; /I= -da2; y=d; 6 =a2 
A = -a2c2; u=ac, 
hence the formula for y, with p = (a2 + c2 - d2)/2ac in this case. 1 
Remark. Alternative expressions for the coefficients of capacity and 
induction in this case are given by Jeans [S, p. 1971, and attributed to 
Poisson and Kirchoff. 
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